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MerchTrends is a monthly content series curated by our merchandise 
experts to share the latest in retail-inspired trend insights.
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Love is Love: Pride

With this year’s Pride festivities being 
reimagined as virtual celebrations, now is a 
great time to think about ways to engage your 
employees and customers, and support the 
LGBTQI2S community from home! 

Pride-themed merchandise can highlight your 
brand’s commitment to inclusivity and 
encourage participation in the virtual events 
being offered for this year’s celebrations. 

Get started with our collection of bold, bright, 
and fun merchandise. If you are looking for 
additional ideas, check out our Share your Pride
flyer for Pride-themed products that support 
Egale.
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https://www.staplespromo.ca/assets/Stores/e84ea9de681e1472fa84add1e7344422/Files/Flyer_SharePride_EN.pdf
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Retail-inspired look and 
feel.

Celebrating uniqueness and 
being one-of-kind. 

Themes of community, 
diversity and love for all.
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PRIDE MARKA TUMBLER WITH STRAW RAINBOW OUTRIDER SUNGLASSES RAINBOW RECYCLED GROCERY TOTE

RAINBOW TRUCKER CAP RAINBOW RPET CROSSBODY 3-IN-1 5FT RAINBOW CHARGING CABLE
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PRIDE MARKA COPPER TUMBLER WITH SS STRAW
The Marka Copper Vacuum Insulated Tumbler features durable, double-wall 
stainless steel vacuum construction with copper insulation. It allows your 
beverage to stay cold for 24 hours and hot for at least 8 hours. The reusable 
straw is made of 18/8 food grade stainless steel material and is perfect for 
drinking cold beverages. 20oz. Pride Pattern included.
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1629-92

24

$21.75

Imprint

Black and White
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RAINBOW OUTRIDER SUNGLASSES
Enjoy the sun with these mirrored Rainbow Outrider Sunglasses. They are 
made of durable plastic and have a UV400 sun rating which provide 100% 
coverage from harmful UVA and UVB rays!
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6256

100

$4.69

Imprint

Blue, Green, Rainbow or Silver Mirrored Lenses. Silver, Black, 
and White 
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RAINBOW RECYCLED GROCERY TOTE
The Rainbow Recycled 8oz Cotton Grocery Tote is made from pre-consumer 
recycled cotton. It features rainbow webbing grab handles and makes a 
perfect grab and go bag for the farmer's market or grocery store.
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7901-03

144

$4.95

Imprint

Natural with Rainbow Pattern
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RAINBOW TRUCKER CAP  
Show your pride with this trendy rainbow cap. It features a 100% polyester 
foam crown and a medium profile. This cap has a structured crown, a flat bill 
visor and a mesh back with adjustable plastic snap tab closure.

MERCH Trends

1082

48

$7.05

Imprint

Rainbow Visor with White Crown and Black, Red or Royal 
Blue Mesh
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RAINBOW RPET CROSSBODY 
The Rainbow RPET Crossbody Tote features on-trend rainbow colours, a 
zippered main compartment and a zippered front pocket. The adjustable 
shoulder strap makes this crossbody perfect for anyone. Made from recycled 
water bottles, this crossbody is part of our EcoSmart collection. Through a 
partnership with 1% For The Planet one percent of sales of this and all 
EcoSmart products will be donated to nonprofits dedicated to protecting the 
planet.
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2301-60

96

$7.69

Imprint

Black with Rainbow Pattern
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3-IN-1 5FT RAINBOW CHARGING CABLE
Stay charged with this rainbow charging cable.  Cable is compatible with 
Apple® 8-pin, micro-USB and type-C devices. Simply plug the cable into a 
powered USB port and then into your device or smartphone.
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2578

100

$6.59

Imprint

Rainbow 
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Made In Canada

O Canada! Celebrate the country we call home 
with thoughtfully sourced products made 
locally. 

After a trying year, we continue to focus on 
supporting and raising up our local businesses. 
Your commitment to locally manufactured 
merchandise helps invest in the community 
both socially and economically.

Explore a few of our Canadian-made favourites
that can help you support the community on 
Canada Day, and year-round!

For more merchandise ideas to share your local 
love, browse our Made in Canada flyer with 
limited time special pricing on select items.
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Natural and repurposed 
materials.

Focus on small 
business, local vendors 
and Canadian based 
merchandise.

Themes of community 
and purposeful 
products.
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LEATHER DESK PAD TREMBLANT ZIP MOCK

SPROUT PENCIL WITH BASIL SEED 
PAPER SLEEVE

COASTER SET – 2PK DIGI-MATES™ MOBILE SCREEN CLEANER 

ODYSSEY TUMBLER
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ODYSSEY TUMBLER 16OZ
The Odyssey Tumbler optimizes your branding in a bold way. It features a 
clear window that allows you to brand on a paper insert. The tumbler also 
features insulation to keep beverages warm or cold for longer and a flip top 
lid. Made in Canada. 
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P7190

72

$11.29

Full-Colour Insert

Black, Blue, Red and Green
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LEATHER DESK PAD – 12 x 9
Spruce up your home office! Desk pad is made with genuine bonded brown 
leather and features a full coverage backing. Made in Canada.
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L5610-60-3

12

$21.19

Deboss

Brown
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TREMBLANT UNISEX ZIP MOCKNECK SWEATSHIRT
This Unisex Mockneck Sweatshirt is made of 80% cotton and 20% polyester 
brushed back fleece. It is the perfect apparel piece to enjoy the great 
outdoors! It features flat-lock stitching for increased durability, comfort, and 
is pre-shrunk. Made in Canada.
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W1652

24

$52.99

Embroidery

10 colours available
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SPROUT PENCIL WITH SINGLE-SIDED BASIL SEED PAPER 
This entire product is plantable. Recipients can plant the branded seed paper 
packaging and then after they have used the plantable pencil, they can stick the end 
of the pencil in soil and watch it grow, too. No waste is left behind, just fresh basil to 
cook with and enjoy.
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SPW4893

100

$4.59

Full-Colour Imprint

White
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COASTER SET – 2PK
A simple, natural addition to your serving essentials that makes sure your 
table is protected from drink rings, drips and blemishes. Stock up for 
everyday use or share these with a loved one as the perfect housewarming 
gift.
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CS10110102

250

$16.99

Laser

Wood
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DIGI-MATES™ MOBILE SCREEN CLEANER 
This mini 1 1/8” Mobile Screen Cleaner is the perfect way to showcase your 
brand in a big way! Can easily be removed and won’t leave any adhesive 
behind.
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3801

100

$1.37

Full-Colour Imprint

White
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Diversity

Branded merchandise can help support 
and showcase your commitment to 
diversity and inclusion. 

By building a network of local and diverse 
suppliers, you help businesses develop 
within our communities! This also 
provides you with the benefit of a more 
resilient, adaptable, and innovative supply 
chain.

Explore merchandise from minority- and 
women-owned businesses to ensure your 
merchandise supports your diversity goals.
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Lively patterns and rich 
hues.

Supporting products 
that stand for more than 
just promo.

Themes of cross-cultural 
identity and diversified 
businesses.
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YALE BALLPOINT PEN TOWNBALL TEE

NAVIGATOR COOLER BAG 4-BIT SCREWDRIVER SET WITH LIGHT ATLANTIC BOTTLE

LET’S DO BRUNCH KIT
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LET’S DO BRUNCH BASKIT
This morning favourites inspired Baskit is all about the most important 
meal of the day. Featuring a Williams Sonoma cookbook, 100% pure 
Canadian maple syrup, the most delicious pancake mix around and more, 
this gift is perfect for any breakfast lover! 
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R77321

1

$99.99

Imprint

Kraft
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YALE BALLPOINT PEN
This Yale Ballpoint Pen is sleek and stylish! It is equipped with a metal, 
large capacity Parker type refill with blue ink. 
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YAL

50

$5.69

Laser

Blue, Red, and Champagne
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UNISEX ¾ SLEEVE TOWNBALL TEE
This Unisex Townball Tee is made of 100% Slub Cotton Jersey for ultimate 
comfort. It features classic raglan sleeves, an athletic loose fit and an 
overall soft feel. Made in Canada.
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W8907

24

$35.99

Embroidery

6 colours available
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NAVIGATOR COOLER BAG
This cooler bag is trendy with its two tone deign. It is made of 600D ripstop 
polyester with foam insulation and lining. It features a large, zippered main 
compartment and adjustable web shoulder strap with sliding comfort pad.
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WBA-NG21

40

$25.05

Imprint

Grey/Blue, Grey/Lime, and Grey/Red
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4-BIT SCREWDRIVER SET WITH LIGHT
This 4-bit screwdriver set includes four screw bits: two flat bits and two 
Phillips bits. It also features a handy LED light in pen tip for better visibility 
and a metal pocket clip.
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WTT-QR21SV

100

$4.49

Imprint

Silver, Black, Blue and Red
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ATLANTIC BOTTLE – 24OZ
This modern water bottle is made of durable BPA-free plastic. It features a 
twist on, flip open lid with carrying loop. Hand wash only. 
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PC50

48

$7.49

Imprint

7 colours available
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Thank you
Contact your Staples promo rep for more details. 

SPPCanada@Staples.com 1-800-450-6452

mailto:SPPCanada@Staples.com

